Get In Touch

For all your claiming and reporting needs call us today!
0800 KARODATA
kyle@karo.co.nz

HALCYON PORTAL

New Zealands Leading Claims Management
and Workflow Platform

KARO DATA MANAGEMENT
more efficient - less practice admin - fully integrated
www.karo.co.nz

HALCYON PROVIDER PORTAL

HALCYON PORTAL

The Halcyon Portal is the flagship service for delivering seamless claiming capabilities to general practice and allied health providers. Halcyon Portal is easy to deploy,
update and manage, to ensure clinical staff can focus on delivering high quality
primary care.
We believe the Halcyon Portal will deliver the following outcomes for your organisation:
•
•
•

Reduced time in administrative claiming activities
Smooth clinical workflow through web-based integration
Real-time claiming to reduce administrative duties in general practice

Our baseline services include:
•
•

•
•
•

Development and maintenance of a
practice Web Portal that integrates
into the PMS
Development and maintenance of
a PHO claims management system
for managing all aspects of clinical
programmes
workflow management
Reporting and Analytics
Business hours Support

Karo can build and configure
workflow specific to your PHO.
Example Workflow
•
Care Plus
•
CVD Risk Assessment
•
Diabetes Annual Reviews
•
Emergeny Contraceptive Pill
•
Options for Care – Skin Lesion
•
Palliative Care
•
Primary Mental Health Intervention
•
Smoking Cessation
•
Podiatry Form

HALCYON PRICING

all pricing excludes GST

Halcyon provides PHO’s a turn-key solution with a proven track record in provider
and PHO efficincies. Halcyon is cost effective and enables practices and PHO’s to
focus on their core business.
Karo’s baseline pricing model provides a PHO with a consitant software as a service
cost model to scale up and down according to your population:
Our workflow platform is customisable and one of our staff can take you through
the pricing process.
Additional work outside the scope of the initial deployment and scope = $150.00
per hour

www.karo.co.nz

Karo provide a secure web application for
providers to submit claims to their PHO
which is known as the “Halcyon Provider
It integrates 100% into MedTech-32, MedTech
Evolution, My Practice, Profile for Mac and Profile
for Windows, and can also be used as a stand-alone
product in a web-browser outside of a PMS. The
Provider Portal contains business logic to determine
a patient’s potential eligibility for PHO clinical programmes and presents the clinician with a tailored
menu on this basis, allowing clinicians to easily
assess a patient’s eligibility for a given programme.

HALCYON PHO PORTAL
Karo provide a secure web application for
PHOs to manage incoming claims, which is
known as the Halcyon PHO Portal.
This allows a PHO to track and view the status of any
given claim. They have full access to search, view,
edit or delete any claim, and can approve claims
rejected by the business rules.
Where appropriate, claims that have already been
paid can be reversed or adjusted, meaning a credit
or debit can be loaded against the claim in the PHO’s
next claims payment cycle.

POWER BI INTEGRATION
Karo partners with one of New Zealand
leading data analytics companies.
Karo has integrated Power BI Analytics into the
Halcyon Provider and PHO portals to offer users a
seamless integrated solution.
The solution is single -sign-on configurable for practices so all they have to do is login to their PMS and
the Halcyon Portal will log the user into the claims
and analytics portals seamlessly

